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CARE GUIDE
CONGRATULATIONS!
Arizona Leather seating is handcrafted in America and superior
in every way. We are confident you will enjoy your furniture for
years to come.
PRIOR TO THE ARRIVAL OF YOUR
NEW FURNITURE
If your furniture will be resting on a hard surface (i.e., tile
or wood), furniture coasters are recommended. This is to
protect your floor. We suggest you use rubber-bottomed
coasters that can be purchased at any local hardware store.
When your furniture arrives, our delivery personnel will gladly
place it on the coasters you have provided.

NATURAL MARKINGS:
UNIQUE TO GENUINE LEATHER
As a natural product, each hide bears the unique traces of
its own history. No two hides are exactly alike. The fascinating
variety of markings includes: healed scars, barbed wire marks,
stretch marks, abrasions, wrinkles, insect bites, pore patterns
(grain) and brands.
Every effort is taken to ensure that the leather on your sofa
has been cut and fitted to look its very best. Great care is
taken to use the cleanest sections (known as the “first cut”)
on the most visible areas of your sofa: the pillows, seat
cushions and arms.
Natural markings will be present in your furniture. They are
the hallmarks of a quality leather product. Below are only a
few examples of possible marking you may see.

WHEN YOUR NEW FURNITURE ARRIVES

PLEASE NOTE:

Healed Scars

Stretch Marks

Shade Variations

Texture
Differences

The seats, backs and arms will
look full and puffy. This is normal
and to be expected with new
leather furniture.

Simply start sitting on your
furniture. With time and use,
the seat cushions will become
soft and comfortable, like those
on the store model. Slight
differences in firmness between
seat cushions will gradually
disappear over time.

To break in your sofa quickly,
remove the seat cushions. Then
put the seat cushions on a clean
rug, leather side down, and walk
on them for a few minutes in
your stocking feet.

CARE & CLEANING
To preserve the luxurious appearance of your Arizona Leather
furniture, please note these general tips:
• Take care not to mar the leather with sharp objects,
including jewelry.
• Avoid long periods of exposure to sunlight or direct heat
(including radiators, heating vents, windows, skylights and
powerful lamps).
• Do not sit on the back or arms of your furniture. This can
cause unwanted wear.
• Avoid pulling or sitting on back pillows. This can cause
damage to seams and zippers.
• Use only Arizona Leather care products.
• Do not use Armor All®, saddle soaps, ammonia based
solutions, Windex®, etc.

RECOMMENDED
CLEANING & CONDITIONING SCHEDULE:
WHEN YOUR NEW FURNITURE ARRIVES:

To assure longevity, we recommend applying Arizona
Leather Protection.
ONCE A MONTH (OR AS NEEDED):

Remove surface soil with a clean, damp cloth.
AT LEAST TWICE A YEAR:

Fully clean, condition and protect your fine leather seating
with Arizona Leather cleaning and conditioning products.

ARM & BACK PILLOW CARE

All sofa pillows will flatten or compact with use. The Dacron
filling is designed to last a lifetime, but must be re-lofted
to maintain its shape. To "re-loft" them, hold each pillow firmly
on either side with both hands and work your fingers to pull
apart the fiberfill inside. There is no need to remove the cover!
NOTE: We recommend not adding more fiberfill. Adding more
fill only makes the pillow hard and lumpy, changing the way
your furniture sits.

More frequent care may be necessary in dry climates,
when seating is located near a heat source or when
seating receives heavy use.

CUSHIONS & PILLOWS
DOWN PILLOW CARE
SEAT CUSHIONS

Our seat cushions are designed for superior comfort and
support. Arizona Leather Company uses high-density
polyurethane seat cores. A high-resiliency foam layer is laminated
on top of the seat core, for exceptional comfort and a
“crowning” effect. A wrap of hypo-allergic, mildew-resistant
Dacron® adds the finishing touch.

Down pillows are designed to have a relaxed look. To maintain
their luxurious softness, just fluff them as you would a bed
pillow. We recommend fluffing each time you use your
furniture, or as needed.
ZIPPER REPAIR

If the teeth become separated, just move the zipper along its
full length in both directions. This will "heal" the zipper.

SEAT CUSHION CARE
IMPORTANT: To ensure even wear, maximum comfort and
cushion life, rotate the seat cushions once a week for the
first month, then rotate as needed. Rotating is especially
important if you frequently sit in the same spot. Softening
and/or flattening of seat cushions is to be expected and is not
warrantied.

Rotating cushions is simple and easy. To remove seat
cushions loosen the Velcro fasteners
by running your hand between
the cushion and the sofa,
while lifting gently.
(Most seat cushions on our
reclining furniture are not
removable.)

SECTIONAL LOCKS
Most sectional components
come equipped with hooks to keep
them attached to each other, and
require two people to engage them.
Position yourself in front and have
another person behind the sectional
where pieces connect. Together lift
both pieces approximately 6"-10",
align, lower the receiving piece onto the sectional hooks and
set joined furniture piece on floor. To disengage, lift the
“receiver” piece and guide away from the sectional hooks.
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